INDIANS RETAIN HOCKEY CROWN
BRITAIN BEATEN BY 4 GOALS
G. SINGH'S FINE DISPLAY

LONDON, Aug. 12.—India bad won Great Britain's first game of the final of the Olympic Hockey Championship on Monday. The British, in fact, had only two goals which they scored against India, while their hosts scored four. G. Singh opened the winning with a shot on the British goal, and the British did not equalize until after 30 seconds. Britain had taken the lead with four goals, while the Indians had scored none. The Indians were never to be equalized, and the British were always in the lead. The Indians led by two goals to one on Monday, and it was the first time the two sides had clashed in an Olympic match. The British had had any other goal-keen (with India leading 2-nil) and the Indians were never to be equalized. The Indians had taken the lead with four goals, while the British had scored only two. The Indians were never to be equalized, and the British were always in the lead.
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